EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY – CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN

The manufacturer

Bullard GmbH  Dieselstrasse 8a  53424 Remagen Germany

hereby declares that the products listed below

Fire Helmets

- H1000, Cert. # PS 16040002, NB Id.Nr. 0299
- H1500, Cert. # PS 16040001, NB Id.Nr. 0299
- H3000, Cert. # PS 16040002, NB Id.Nr. 0299
- Magma, Cert. # PS 18040014, NB Id.Nr. 0299
- FXE, Cert.# PS 17040002, NB Id.Nr. 0299

including all accessories like neck protector, visor, torch adapter etc. are in conformity with PPE-Directive (EU) 2016/425 based on test reports Nr. 1810684 and 1810611 and based on the essential requirements of the following standards:

- DIN EN 443:2008 and
- DIN EN 14458:2018

and being manufactured in Federal Republic of Germany.

All helmet models are furthermore in accordance with PPE Directive MED (Marine Equipment Directive) 2014/90/EU based on the certificates

- MED D 000013U
- MED B 00002VN
- MED B 00002J9

issued by

DNV.GL SE, Hamburg, NB Id.Nr. 0098
Any certificate provided is a copy of the original certificate and identic with the original document.

Notified Bodies

DGUV Test, Zwengenbergerstr. 68, 42781 Haan, NB Id.Nr. 0299

DNV.GL SE, Brooiktorkai 18, 20457 D-Hamburg, NB Id.Nr. 0098

The technical documentation for this equipment is retained under the address of the manufacturer in Remagen.

Stefan Römer

European Sales Manager Bullard GmbH Remagen

Appointed by the manufacturer as the responsible person for signing this Declaration

12 February 2019